Information on Mounting “Picturing Faith”
Crates
There are four wooden crates that can be moved with two people. You will need a screwdriver, preferably an electric
one, to open the crates. Save all packing materials to repack the exhibit.
Call me immediately to report any damage or you will be responsible for replacement.
The four crates weigh a total of 522 pounds. Three of the crates are 27” X 25” X 26” and the fourth is 47” X 14” X 40”
Photographs
Be careful when handling the photographs as the frames scratch easily. Never lay the frames on each other as they will
get scratched.
You may use a small amount of Windex to clean the glass. Please use soft paper towels to wipe off the liquid. Do not
use anything scratchy.
Frames have normal “picture frame” hanging apparatus.
Hang the photographs in the order listed on “Photo List” sheet. If your space is tight, hang the photographs in vertical
pairs. Please do not remove any of the photographs from the exhibition.
There are 45 framed photographs in glass:
17 are 		
4 are 		
24 are		

15 ½ inches X 18 inches
16 inches X 15 inches
16 inches X 17 ½ Inches

Panels
Large instructional panels may be put on easels or hung like the photographs. There are 6 panels, made out of durable
sintra with a lexan (plastic-type) facing. Each panel is 27 inches by 40 inches
You may use a small amount of Windex to clean smudges off the panels. Please use soft paper towels to wipe off the
liquid. Do not use anything scratchy.
Wall Texts
There are 45 wall texts, made out of durable sintra with a lexan (plastic-type) facing.
Each wall text is 6 X 7 ½ inches
You may use a small amount of Windex to clean smudges off the wall texts. Please use soft paper towels to wipe off the
liquid. Do not use anything scratchy.

Caption panels have velcro on back but hosting institution will need to have the opposite side velcro on their
mounting surface. Do not put any sticky substance on the backs of the wall texts.
See “Shipping Instructions” for packing the exhibition.

